NEW online learning
program for
architects
Title: Optimizing
performance in
commercial fenestration

P

articipants will learn about
two technologies - structural
thermal barriers for aluminum
window framing, and warm-edge
spacer technology for insulating
glass. The AIA/CES course
by Azon qualifies for 1 hour of
health, safety, and welfare (HSW)
and sustainable design (SD)
education.
Delivered as an on-demand
fully narrated video for viewing
on any desktop or mobile device,
we launched the new distancelearning program for those who
wish to earn credits at their
own pace.
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http://www.continuingarchitect.com/
course/optimizing-performance-in-commercial-fenestration

From the Chairman,
Jim Dunstan

The Alaska Window at ET 12

T

he Tenth International
Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar and
Exposition—one of the world’s
largest gatherings of aluminum
extruders and suppliers, will
convene on May 15-18, 2012 at the
historic Fontainebleau Hotel in
Miami, Florida.
A popular exhibit at ET is the
Aluminum Extrusion Showcase
that highlights exemplary products
and components made with
extruded aluminum.
The display of the Alaska Window
is fittingly placed in the showcase
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area as the forerunner of energy
saving technology for aluminum
windows, one that has contributed
to the use of aluminum as the
material of choice for high
performance windows worldwide
since its invention five decades ago.
The Fridthjov Nilsen story
commemorating 50 years
since the invention of
thermal barrier
To request a free copy of “One man’s
creativity” log on to: www.azonintl.com
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he premise of my theme has nothing to
up at the small plane, it reminds me
do with the heat of the current political
that I am also a very lucky man.
cycle. It is a point of reference as we reflect
There is not enough room in
on the happenings over three decades in our this article to chronicle all of the
existence celebrating our 35th anniversary as adventures that I have been blessed
a business enterprise.
to experience over
We began in 1977,
the years. The first
the year that Jimmy
European trip my
Carter was sworn into
wife Ruth, and I took
office as the 39th U.S.
together was in 1979,
president. It is now 2012
a journey which
and Barack Obama is
eventually culminated
the sixth president to
in the establishment
Charles A. Lindbergh flew alone from
have presided over our
of
Azon UK Ltd.
Roosevelt Field, NY in a small single
country since that time.
The following year, I
engine plane called the “Spirit of St.
traveled to Korea for
Louis”, 33 1/2 hours later he landed
Our director of
at Le Bourget field near Paris.
the first time. My first
communications (my
trip
to
China
came
in 1986.
daughter, Nancy Peterson) thought it
was time to freshen the appearance of the
One of the most exciting personal
newsletter for the 35th anniversary. For one
experiences in connection with my
thing, my picture that had adorned the front job was during my years as a director
page was taken 14 years ago on the occasion of NAM (National Association of
of a TV commercial shoot in Korea. The new Manufacturers). During my NAM
photo is the real me today.
involvement in 1993, I was invited
to Washington, D.C. to witness
We began writing the Azon Newsletter
the historic signing of the NAFTA
in 1988. Looking back, I became aware of
accords by President Bill Clinton in
how many times I referenced my age in my
the East Room of the White House
writings. In all honesty, I feel somewhat
(attended by former presidents:
blessed that I can still talk about it; “It is
Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter and
what it is”. I heard the other day that the
George Bush Sr.).
Pope had just turned 85. It gave me pause
when I realized I am a couple of months
Another personal highlight
older than he.
occurred recently—authoring the
chronicle about the invention of
I often tell people I was born in 1927, the
same year aviator Charles Lindbergh became thermal barrier technology for
the first person to fly solo across the Atlantic, aluminum windows. The 2012 book
entitled One man’s creativity: the story
thus the photo of the model of the Spirit of
of Fridthjov Nilsen. The book was
St. Louis, that hangs from the ceiling of my
really a joint effort of a few Azon
office. It is the airplane that Lucky Lindy (the
staff contributors in gathering details,
nickname for the flying hero) flew on his epic
writing, editing, and designing. In
flight to Paris on May 20-22, 1927. As I look
continued page 2

Six presidents and still counting
(cont. from page 1)

the course of our research for this
story, we discovered Fridthjov’s
surviving family. Telling them of
the legacy of their father’s work
and the impact that it has had
on the window industry was
gratifying beyond words. We have
additional copies, just contact us
and we will send you the book
free of charge.
We have lost count of the number
of economic downturns that we
have weathered since Azon began
in 1977. Each business slowdown
came with a set of challenges. In
truth, we were too busy growing
our international company to let
the adversity burst our bubble.
Doing business on an international
scale means that as the world turns,
so do we. From the beginning, we
were aware of the vagaries of
having all our eggs in one basket.
We were enticed to broaden our
horizons through diversification
of the products and services we
provided. In addition to our core
business of technology for
architectural aluminum thermal
barriers, several Azon brands have
gained a significant foothold in
the marketplace.

A primer on Azon sub-brands:
Warm-Light® is a warm-edge air
spacer for insulating glass.
MLP™ mechanical lock profile is
the first true improvement in pour
and debridge technology since its
invention 50 years ago.
Azo/Tec® technical services is
an interdisciplinary team of Azon
design and simulation services
providers helping customers in
the advancement of new window
designs. One advancement
receiving attention is dual pour
thermal barrier cavity adaptations.
Chameleon™ is a response to the
desires of designers for two color
options—separating the interior
from the exterior surfaces for their
aluminum window profiles. Our
Azo/Tec® design staff offers a
practical solution in development
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AZO/Tec
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The

new two-color window design

patent pending

of Chameleon™; one that is fully
adaptable for MLP™.
AP-C™ is based on the versatility
of polyurethane materials. Azon
performance chemicals are aimed at a
broad spectrum of engineered product
applications.
Azo-Grout™ is for concrete repair,
water control and soil stabilization.
Luvix™—developed by our Korean
partners—is the most advanced
method of coloring PVC fenestration
in the world. Still in development, it
is beginning to be adapted for large
residential projects in Korea where the
owners want bold color in buildings.

Economy of scale . . . more or less
The current economic slide is by all
accounts the deepest since the 1930s. I
remember the Great Depression years as
a young boy growing up. What we have
been treated to during present times is a
far cry from those days. The true count
of those unemployed now—some in
media say—is about 20 percent. What
this means is the remaining 80 percent
of those employed are hard at work
providing the living necessities for the
rest of us.
This tidbit from a previous newsletter
is worth repeating: “With the increasing
population in the United States alone,
we will require 1.48 million new
dwellings each year for the next three
decades just to keep pace.”
We now have 34 grandchildren and

35 great grand children with two on
the way. Ruth and I speak from a
level of experience on the population
growth issue.
In 2006, I wrote a series of articles
profiling the sources of fossil fuel, oil,
coal and natural gas. Against the advice
of just about everyone, I invested in
the drilling of two gas wells. I was
encouraged to do so because the price
of natural gas at one point exceeded $14
dollars a Therm (1,000 Btu). The first
one managed to pump more water than
gas and the second one didn’t produce
enough to meet expenses.
Natural gas is used as a building
block for the prepolymer compounds
used to produce an Azon thermal
barrier. Fracking technology (hydraulic
fracturing) releases natural gas deposits
trapped in rock strata thus providing a
basis for the feedstock for all manner
of plastics and polymers. At one
point the cost of natural gas was so
high some basic producers of plastics
discontinued business.

Roll forward May 2012
In the United States, even with the
high price of gasoline at the pump,
some energy experts say our nation
could be on the path to becoming
energy independent. Now, with a glut
of natural gas, the price has dropped to
$2.00 a Therm—so low that drilling and
production is becoming uneconomical
in the short term. As coal-fired electrical
generation will be converted to natural
gas, electric costs should go down.
Generation of electricity from nuclear
will become a thing of the past. Natural
gas conversion for NGV (natural
gas vehicles) combustion engines
will become dominant as a cleanburning alternative fuel. Even electric
automobiles will begin to make sense
as the result of the use of natural gas.
America will be the most competitive
producer of plastics in the world.
I like to end these letters on a positive
note. As an American company,
we are blessed with freedom and
an opportunity to live in peace. We
will, like we have always done, cycle
through the downturns to better days
that are not too far off. ■
Jim Dunstan, Chairman
jdunstan@azonusa.com

Azon Exhibits at
Fensterbau 2012
Nuremberg, Germany
March 21-24

A

long with 1,277 other exhibitors,
Azon made its first appearance
at Fensterbau, which was held in
Nuremberg, Germany at the Messe
Exhibition Center. The trade show, which
is held every two years, attracted some
100,000 visitors from all over the world.
The visitors that
stopped at the Azon
booth included
Low
window
U values aluminum
manufacturers,
aluminum system
suppliers and
aluminum extrusion
companies. The
High
is the
shear exhibition
leading trade show in
strength Europe for windows,
doors and facades
technology and the
components and
Low
machinery used in
metal their production.
content Azon featured
pour and debridge
technology with
an emphasis on the MLP™ cavity and
design and how to improve overall
system U-factors with increased strength
and lower metal content. Almost all the
visitors to the Azon booth were familiar
with the polyamide thermal barrier
system, which is used extensively in
Europe. However, many were seeing the

Left to right: Patrick Muessig, Matt Deittrick, Gary Page (Azon UK), Dave Gillespie,
and Jerry Schwabauer

pour and debridge system for the
first time. After showing them the
comparison between the systems
and how they can reduce the
aluminum content while increasing
the overall thermal performance
with higher structural strength at
a lower cost, the visitors walked
away with a new understanding of
the pour and debridge system.
A number of them asked for
additional information and were
excited to see an alternative
thermal barrier system, which
offers higher performance at a
lower cost.
In addition to the MLP system,
we highlighted some of the
other advancements in pour and

debridge technology including:
dual cavity systems, mechanical
lock technology and the Azon
Warm-Light® insulating glass
spacer. We explained that a highly
thermally improved aluminum
window, with excellent structural
strength, can be obtained by using
a combination of Azon WarmLight spacer with a mechanical
lock pour and debridge system.
Overall, it was a highly
successful exhibition and gave
Azon a chance to get our message
out to a worldwide audience. ■
Dave Gillespie, Architectural Services Manager
dgillespie@azonusa.com

Azon Saves Energy
NEW total design system:
MLP™ (mechanical lock profile) for commercial

1

1

2
mechanical lock profile

+
2

Universal No-Tape™ 304
structural thermal barrier polymer

window, door, storefront and curtain wall applications
offers the best balance of energy efficiency and high
strength for aluminum fenestration products used in
the most demanding climates and conditions.

Contact us to learn about the role of Azon
thermal barriers in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com
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Azon adds representative companies
for Pacific Coast and Intermountain
West U.S. Regions

and Colorado. Tony Mazza of Atlas
Supply heads up the Fenestration
Group for Atlas and brings a wealth of
complimentary experience to the new
regional representation. http:/ /www.
atlassupply.com/
Mike Gainey, Azon Warm-Light®
business manager comments, “All of
us at Azon are excited about having
these two excellent companies working
with our product. Both Steve and Tony
have a large network of customers
coupled with many years of experience
and they are excited about the new
focus with commercial warm-edge
product in their respective markets.” ■

Gold River Sales and Atlas Supply to provide
warm-edge spacer to insulating glass fabricators

A

zon announces the addition of
two representative firms for
expanded supply, service and coverage
throughout the western United States.
Gold River Sales operated by Steve
Kobely of Gold River, Calif., offers
a range of related products to the
fenestration industry. Gold River Sales
will represent Azon in the states of
California, Nevada, Arizona and New

Mexico. Steve Kobely has been in
the glass industry for over 30 years
in California and will warehouse the
Azon warm-edge spacer products
in northern California. http://www.
goldriversales.com/
Atlas Supply, with headquarters
in Seattle, Wash., will represent
Azon in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah

Nancy Peterson, Director of Market Communications
npeterson@azonusa.com

Building Type: Residential and commercial complex
39 floors, 2 buildings, 288 residential units and 99 office units
Location: Jamsil, Seoul, South Korea
Construction: Start 2011 June – complete 2013 April
Window Type: Sliding, tilt and turn
Quantity: 60,000 square meters
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TrendS: from AZO/Tec

®

T

he adaptation of conventional
single cavity extrusions to dual
cavity profiles is gaining in popularity
among manufacturers of architectural
aluminum storefront and curtain wall.
By adding a second thermal barrier
cavity in a profile, the U-factor may

Mechanical lock,
Lancer™ method

be lowered as much as 25 percent—a
very significant overall improvement
for meeting ever-increasing stringent
energy codes.
Credit for this innovation goes to
the designers of products who saw an
opportunity to make improvements

by employing their existing
processing machinery— the Azon
Lancer™ (for producing a mechanical
lock), Fillameter™ and Bridgemill™—
at very little additional cost. For more
information, contact Dave Gillespie dgillespie@azonusa.com

Step 1 - Design
An aluminum window profile is
designed and extruded with a
strategically placed channel to
encapsulate the Azon insulating
polymer. The Azon Lancer™ provides
mechanical surface conditioning
of the extrusion cavity to insure
proper adhesion and bonding of the
polymer to resistant finishes and
also enhances the shear strength of
the resulting polymer and aluminum
composite.

DY N A M I C M I X E R

Lancer™

Step 2 - Pour
Pour

DY N A M I C M I X E R

Debridge

Employing the Azon Fillameter™
equipped with the Azon Tornado
III™ dynamic mixer, two-component
polyurethane is dispensed as
a liquid into the thermal barrier
channel. Within minutes, the thermal
core solidifies into a very strong,
structural polymer.

Step 3 - Debridge
The extrusion is transported to
the Azon Bridgemill™ for the third
step in the process—removal of
the metal bridge from the bottom
of the channel to produce a true,
non-metal-to-metal structural
thermal barrier.
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Six presidents and still counting
(cont. from page 1)

the course of our research for this
story, we discovered Fridthjov’s
surviving family. Telling them of
the legacy of their father’s work
and the impact that it has had
on the window industry was
gratifying beyond words. We have
additional copies, just contact us
and we will send you the book
free of charge.
We have lost count of the number
of economic downturns that we
have weathered since Azon began
in 1977. Each business slowdown
came with a set of challenges. In
truth, we were too busy growing
our international company to let
the adversity burst our bubble.
Doing business on an international
scale means that as the world turns,
so do we. From the beginning, we
were aware of the vagaries of
having all our eggs in one basket.
We were enticed to broaden our
horizons through diversification
of the products and services we
provided. In addition to our core
business of technology for
architectural aluminum thermal
barriers, several Azon brands have
gained a significant foothold in
the marketplace.

A primer on Azon sub-brands:
Warm-Light® is a warm-edge air
spacer for insulating glass.
MLP™ mechanical lock profile is
the first true improvement in pour
and debridge technology since its
invention 50 years ago.
Azo/Tec® technical services is
an interdisciplinary team of Azon
design and simulation services
providers helping customers in
the advancement of new window
designs. One advancement
receiving attention is dual pour
thermal barrier cavity adaptations.
Chameleon™ is a response to the
desires of designers for two color
options—separating the interior
from the exterior surfaces for their
aluminum window profiles. Our
Azo/Tec® design staff offers a
practical solution in development
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of Chameleon™; one that is fully
adaptable for MLP™.
AP-C™ is based on the versatility
of polyurethane materials. Azon
performance chemicals are aimed at a
broad spectrum of engineered product
applications.
Azo-Grout™ is for concrete repair,
water control and soil stabilization.
Luvix™—developed by our Korean
partners—is the most advanced
method of coloring PVC fenestration
in the world. Still in development, it
is beginning to be adapted for large
residential projects in Korea where the
owners want bold color in buildings.

Economy of scale . . . more or less
The current economic slide is by all
accounts the deepest since the 1930s. I
remember the Great Depression years as
a young boy growing up. What we have
been treated to during present times is a
far cry from those days. The true count
of those unemployed now—some in
media say—is about 20 percent. What
this means is the remaining 80 percent
of those employed are hard at work
providing the living necessities for the
rest of us.
This tidbit from a previous newsletter
is worth repeating: “With the increasing
population in the United States alone,
we will require 1.48 million new
dwellings each year for the next three
decades just to keep pace.”
We now have 34 grandchildren and

35 great grand children with two on
the way. Ruth and I speak from a
level of experience on the population
growth issue.
In 2006, I wrote a series of articles
profiling the sources of fossil fuel, oil,
coal and natural gas. Against the advice
of just about everyone, I invested in
the drilling of two gas wells. I was
encouraged to do so because the price
of natural gas at one point exceeded $14
dollars a Therm (1,000 Btu). The first
one managed to pump more water than
gas and the second one didn’t produce
enough to meet expenses.
Natural gas is used as a building
block for the prepolymer compounds
used to produce an Azon thermal
barrier. Fracking technology (hydraulic
fracturing) releases natural gas deposits
trapped in rock strata thus providing a
basis for the feedstock for all manner
of plastics and polymers. At one
point the cost of natural gas was so
high some basic producers of plastics
discontinued business.

Roll forward May 2012
In the United States, even with the
high price of gasoline at the pump,
some energy experts say our nation
could be on the path to becoming
energy independent. Now, with a glut
of natural gas, the price has dropped to
$2.00 a Therm—so low that drilling and
production is becoming uneconomical
in the short term. As coal-fired electrical
generation will be converted to natural
gas, electric costs should go down.
Generation of electricity from nuclear
will become a thing of the past. Natural
gas conversion for NGV (natural
gas vehicles) combustion engines
will become dominant as a cleanburning alternative fuel. Even electric
automobiles will begin to make sense
as the result of the use of natural gas.
America will be the most competitive
producer of plastics in the world.
I like to end these letters on a positive
note. As an American company,
we are blessed with freedom and
an opportunity to live in peace. We
will, like we have always done, cycle
through the downturns to better days
that are not too far off. ■
Jim Dunstan, Chairman
jdunstan@azonusa.com

Azon Exhibits at
Fensterbau 2012
Nuremberg, Germany
March 21-24

A

long with 1,277 other exhibitors,
Azon made its first appearance
at Fensterbau, which was held in
Nuremberg, Germany at the Messe
Exhibition Center. The trade show, which
is held every two years, attracted some
100,000 visitors from all over the world.
The visitors that
stopped at the Azon
booth included
Low
window
U values aluminum
manufacturers,
aluminum system
suppliers and
aluminum extrusion
companies. The
High
is the
shear exhibition
leading trade show in
strength Europe for windows,
doors and facades
technology and the
components and
Low
machinery used in
metal their production.
content Azon featured
pour and debridge
technology with
an emphasis on the MLP™ cavity and
design and how to improve overall
system U-factors with increased strength
and lower metal content. Almost all the
visitors to the Azon booth were familiar
with the polyamide thermal barrier
system, which is used extensively in
Europe. However, many were seeing the

Left to right: Patrick Muessig, Matt Deittrick, Gary Page (Azon UK), Dave Gillespie,
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pour and debridge system for the
first time. After showing them the
comparison between the systems
and how they can reduce the
aluminum content while increasing
the overall thermal performance
with higher structural strength at
a lower cost, the visitors walked
away with a new understanding of
the pour and debridge system.
A number of them asked for
additional information and were
excited to see an alternative
thermal barrier system, which
offers higher performance at a
lower cost.
In addition to the MLP system,
we highlighted some of the
other advancements in pour and

debridge technology including:
dual cavity systems, mechanical
lock technology and the Azon
Warm-Light® insulating glass
spacer. We explained that a highly
thermally improved aluminum
window, with excellent structural
strength, can be obtained by using
a combination of Azon WarmLight spacer with a mechanical
lock pour and debridge system.
Overall, it was a highly
successful exhibition and gave
Azon a chance to get our message
out to a worldwide audience. ■
Dave Gillespie, Architectural Services Manager
dgillespie@azonusa.com

Azon Saves Energy
NEW total design system:
MLP™ (mechanical lock profile) for commercial
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Universal No-Tape™ 304
structural thermal barrier polymer

window, door, storefront and curtain wall applications
offers the best balance of energy efficiency and high
strength for aluminum fenestration products used in
the most demanding climates and conditions.

Contact us to learn about the role of Azon
thermal barriers in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com
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NEW online learning
program for
architects
Title: Optimizing
performance in
commercial fenestration

P

articipants will learn about
two technologies - structural
thermal barriers for aluminum
window framing, and warm-edge
spacer technology for insulating
glass. The AIA/CES course
by Azon qualifies for 1 hour of
health, safety, and welfare (HSW)
and sustainable design (SD)
education.
Delivered as an on-demand
fully narrated video for viewing
on any desktop or mobile device,
we launched the new distancelearning program for those who
wish to earn credits at their
own pace.
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he Tenth International
Aluminum Extrusion
Technology Seminar and
Exposition—one of the world’s
largest gatherings of aluminum
extruders and suppliers, will
convene on May 15-18, 2012 at the
historic Fontainebleau Hotel in
Miami, Florida.
A popular exhibit at ET is the
Aluminum Extrusion Showcase
that highlights exemplary products
and components made with
extruded aluminum.
The display of the Alaska Window
is fittingly placed in the showcase
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area as the forerunner of energy
saving technology for aluminum
windows, one that has contributed
to the use of aluminum as the
material of choice for high
performance windows worldwide
since its invention five decades ago.
The Fridthjov Nilsen story
commemorating 50 years
since the invention of
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To request a free copy of “One man’s
creativity” log on to: www.azonintl.com
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